
eMuseum of Sport brings together Olympic stars for the launch of three 3D
galleries.

With innovative technology, the eMuseum of Sport presents, this Wednesday (August
26th), the Military Sport, Brazilian Master Sports Committee, and International Sports

Museum galleries.

Less than one year way from the Tokyo Games, the eMuseum of Sport brings together
Olympic stars for the launch of its next three galleries: Military Sport, Brazilian Master
Sports Committee, and International Sports Museum. The launch will be transmitted live
on the project’s Facebook and YouTube pages on the 26th (Wednesday), beginning at
11:00.

One of the event’s highlights will be Bruno Schmidt, Navy athlete and gold medalist in
beach volleyball in the Rio 2016 Games. Another notable presence is that of Yane
Marques, a modern pentathlon athlete who won a bronze medal in London 2012. Four
years later, the Army representative was chosen by popular vote to carry the Brazilian
flag in the opening of the Rio Olympic Games. The eMuseum team will also count on
Arthur Nory, from the Air Force: the gymnast drove Brazilian fans wild after winning the
bronze medal in the floor competition in Rio 2016. Another current sports personality
participating in the even is Fabiana Murer, one of the country’s greatest names in the
pole vault.

Created to eternalize the memory of sport and its athletes, the eMuseum reserved a
special place for two national idols who wrote their names in Olympic history: sprinter
Robson Caetano, bronze medal in Seoul 1988 in the 200-meter race and bronze in
Atlanta 1996 in the 4x100 meter relay; and swimmer Djan Madruga, bronze medal in
Moscow 1980 in the 4x200 meter freestyle.

Sponsored by Enel Distribuição Rio, alongside Rio’s Office of Sport, Leisure, and Youth,
thanks to the state government’s Sport Incentive Law, the eMuseum of Sport provides
an innovative experience by offering, free of charge, an immersive tour on a 3D
platform. During the tour, visitors will revisit the glories of Military Sport; idols from the
Brazilian Master Sports Committee; and be enchanted by the International Sports
Museum, idealized by Roberto Gesta and considered the second largest collection of
Olympic relics in the world.

To disseminate our sportive memory abroad as well, the galleries will be launched with
an English translation option. Four galleries can already be visited for free on our
website emuseudoesporte.com.br: the Brazilian Basketball Confederation, the Brazilian
Table Tennis Confederation, the Brazilian Canoeing Confederation and Enel



Distribuição Rio. The portal also has a collaborative 2D section where the public can
create their own collections, posting photos and videos that show their history in sport.

The eMuseum of Sport is an achievement of the Gama Assessoria startup alongside
Rio de Janeiro State University (UERJ), thanks to the Technological Incubator for Social
Enterprises and Social Cooperatives (ITECS). Follow and share our posts on social
media, follow our Instagram profile @emuseudoesporte_oficial and like our Facebook
page (@emuseu.esporte)


